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Abstract 

The global climate crisis shows the need to take measures to reduce our emissions. With agriculture 

taking up more than half of the land in The Netherlands, policies to achieve this primarily focus on the 

agrarian sector. Consequently, the uncertainty for farmers’ future pracAces led to big naAonal farmers’ 

protests, followed by a naAonal win for the farmers’ party on a provincial level. With farming deeply 

rooted in culture and place, acknowledging the need to look at the social side of the issue is vital for 

establishing a sustainable agricultural system. This research uses visual ethnography’s strengths, giving 

insight into a sustainable pracAce in the Anthropocene and providing a new view of human-

environment relaAonships. It does so by looking at a Dutch agroforestry farmer who acknowledges an 

inherent connecAon between humans and non-humans within his pracAces. Moreover, the moAvaAon 

for his pracAces lies in his ideologies, prioriAsing non-human nature over humanity. These perspecAves 

can help us find a way to overcome the agrarian crisis in The Netherlands by producing an alternate 

view on human-environment relaAonships. It overall inspires us to think that when we care for the non-

human, we will ulAmately take care of ourselves. 

 

[Key words: Agriculture, Agroforestry, Human-environment relaAonships, Anthropocene, 

Sustainability]  
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1 Introduc8on 

Human-caused environmental degradaAon, leading to the global climate crisis, is one of today’s biggest 

challenges. With its different layers, this crisis also shows its consequences on other scales. A 

prominent challenge in The Netherlands is the current crisis in agriculture. 

 Agricultural pracAces occupy more than half of the Dutch landscape (CBS 2020: 10), making 

agriculture a big part of the Dutch environment (Van Dorp & Stobbelaar 2020: 5) and culture. The 

agrarian crisis in The Netherlands stems from a history of Dutch farming that asked for conAnuous 

adaptaAon of farmers to new measures (Karel 2010; Van Der Ploeg 2020: 590). In the period a:er the 

Second World War, farmers were cheered on by the government to expand their businesses with 

intensive farming pracAces. What shows the size of the Dutch agricultural sector today is the fact that 

The Netherlands is the world’s second-largest food exporAng country a:er the United States2. 

Meanwhile, warnings about the negaAve environmental impacts of the intensive agricultural sector 

were dismissed for decades. There was always the argument that innovaAve technological soluAons 

would come to fix these problems, but they were never enough. 

 Consequently, intensive farming pracAces have negaAvely impacted the environment and led 

to the fact that the nitrogen levels in soil and water in The Netherlands are now higher than European 

Union regulaAons allow. Hence, Prime Minister RuLe has commiLed to halving the nitrogen emissions 

in The Netherlands by 2030, mainly by imposing rules on farmers. Some farmers even face compulsory 

buyouts. A:er conAnuous adaptaAon pushing most farmers to intensify their business, adhere to new 

rules, and already substanAally invest in being more sustainable over decades (NOS 2022a3), these 

restricAons feel like a threat for most of them. This threat resulted in big farmers’ protests repeatedly 

obstrucAng highways to give aLenAon to the situaAon and naAonal flags hanging upside-down all over 

The Netherlands as a symbolic representaAon of this movement. These acts showcased the 

announcement of a naAonal emergency in the name of the farmers, supported by a big part of Dutch 

society. This support was reflected in the big win by the right-wing populist party the Farmer-CiAzen 

Movement in March 2023 (during this research), now the biggest Dutch party on the provincial level 

(NOS 2023b4). 

 
2 CBS 2022 Nederland in EU grootste importeur Braziliaanse landbouw h>ps://www.cbs.nl/nl-
nl/nieuws/2022/27/nederland-in-eu-grootste-importeur-braziliaanse-
landbouw#:~:text=De%20Verenigde%20Staten%20(196%2C0,landbouwimport%20voor%20de%20eigen%20exp
ort. 10-06-2023 
3 NOS 2022a Dit is wat je moet weten om de s:kstofcrisis te begrijpen. 
h>ps://nos.nl/collecSe/13901/arSkel/2433131-dit-is-wat-je-moet-weten-om-de-sSkstofcrisis-te-begrijpen 10-
06-23 10-06-2023 
4 NOS 2023b Bekijk hier alle uitslagen van de Provinciale Statenverkiezingen. 
h>ps://nos.nl/collecSe/13923/arSkel/2467604-bekijk-hier-alle-uitslagen-van-de-provinciale-statenverkiezingen 
11-05-2023. 
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 As The Guardian (20235) states, “(…) Dutch farms have become a test case in navigaAng the 

vital poliAcs of the green transiAon”, as achieving the reducAon of emissions could be done through 

the promoAon of more sustainable agricultural pracAces. However, while a move towards a more 

sustainable form of agriculture would reduce nitrogen levels, this o:en remains too big of a step for 

many farmers as they would need to adjust their farming pracAces again and because of the many 

insecuriAes that come with this switch. The most prominent insecurity farmers have lies in the long-

term perspecAve of nitrogen policies in The Netherlands. Already anAcipaAng the agricultural 

measures yet to come, banks are currently wary of invesAng in more sustainable forms of agriculture. 

Therefore, many farmers willing to switch towards more sustainable pracAces cannot do so financially 

(NOS 2023c6). 

 On top of that, possibly most importantly, it is hard for farmers to step away from their current 

farming pracAces as these are not solely working pracAces but have also become a way of life. 

Therefore, within a Ame that asks for sustainable ways of pracAsing agriculture and empathy in a 

polarized agricultural debate - with environmental needs on the one side and farmers’ needs on the 

other side - we should acknowledge that solving the agrarian crisis cannot be done only by looking at 

technical soluAons. It urgently asks us to look at the social side of the issue by looking at the culture 

behind these agricultural pracAces. A:er all, with people pracAsing agriculture, they are always 

situated in a specific place and culture that influences their pracAces. Hence, this shows us the need to 

humanize the agricultural debate to enable us to find criAcal soluAons to the issues presented. 

 

Agricultural anthropology does precisely this: holisAcally studying the human part of farming pracAces 

to apply this knowledge to make the food system more efficient and sustainable (Veteto and Crane 

2014: 1). While I aim to add to anthropologic environmental debates within this study by contribuAng 

to a holisAc understanding of human-environment relaAonships, focusing on an agricultural pracAce 

will simultaneously add to agricultural anthropological knowledge. 

 Environmental anthropology is a sub-discipline within cultural anthropology that studies 

human-environment interacAons (Kopnina & Shoreman-Ouimet 2017: 3) and pursuits a more 

ecologically and holisAc understanding of human-environment relaAonships. With that, it might offer 

soluAons to environmental decay (Ibid.: 3)7. Veteto & Lockyer (2017), in their book Environmental 

 
5 The Guardian 2023 The Guardian view on Dutch farmer protests: a European test case. 
h>ps://www.theguardian.com/commenSsfree/2023/mar/05/the-guardian-view-on-dutch-farmer-protests-a-
european-test-case 13-05-2023 
6 NOS 2023c ‘SSkstofonzekerheid remt verduurzaming bij boeren’. 
h>ps://nos.nl/collecSe/13901/arSkel/2470598-sSkstofonzekerheid-remt-verduurzaming-bij-boeren 11-05-
2023. 
7 I elaborate on environmental anthropology in chapter 2. 
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Anthropology Engaging Permaculture, take this a step further by staAng that soluAons to 

environmental decay already exist and that we should focus on these alternaAves to learn about 

human-environment relaAonships. They acknowledge that farming is more than technology and that 

there is an “importance of emoAon, passion, and spirituality in human-environment relaAonships” 

(Ibid.: XIV). As I claimed in the previous paragraph, farmers see their pracAces as a way of life. Hence, 

enabling them to prioriAze the long-term over the short-term requires firm convicAon and devoAon 

towards a parAcular ideology (Veteto and Lockyer 2017: XV). Veteto & Lockyer focus specifically on 

people and communiAes that “(…) are driven by a complex dream: creaAng a world that is not only 

ecologically sustainable but is also personally rewarding”, which makes the pracAAoners able to 

prioriAze the long-term (Ibid.). They acknowledge that they focus on sustainable ideas that are utopian 

but that the crises of today demand creaAve responses that we can study by diving into these 

alternaAves (Ibid.: 1) and claim that anthropologists are fit to conduct these studies as anthropologists 

focus on finding possible paths towards a more just and sustainable world. Moreover, criAcal academic 

analysis can make these soluAons more feasible and secure (Ibid.). Ethnography, a way of doing 

anthropology, enables the researcher to understand the lifeworld of their parAcipant(s) by studying 

broader power structures through the context of everyday life and personal acAon (O’Reilly 2012: 10). 

Therefore, doing ethnography and focusing on a case study can give insights into large issues in small 

places and, with that, help humanize the agricultural debate. 

 Because some farmers can and do choose to pracAce more sustainable agriculture, focusing on 

these farmers might offer some of the insights and soluAons needed in this crisis (Hoes & Aramyan 

2022). A:er all, it will give us insights into the way of life of these farmers by learning about their 

pracAces and ideologies, wherein we might find possible soluAons to the agricultural crisis through 

alternaAve human-environment relaAonships. Hence, this study builds on the idea of Veteto and 

Lockyer (2017) that anthropologically studying people pracAsing sustainable alternaAves and the 

human-environment relaAonship they have will give an insight into the ideology of this farmer, which 

might inspire us to become more sustainable too. 

 

1.1 A visual ethnographic portrait 

This arAcle and a 30-minute ethnographic film together create a visual ethnography8. Visual 

ethnography aims to give a more holisAc view of the studied situaAon by combining visual and wriLen 

knowledge. It enables our audience, both inside and outside academia, to engage with our 

protagonists’ experience on a sensory level, making it a powerful tool to influence the shaping of future 

 
8 I elaborate on the specifics of this visual ethnography in chapter 3.1, and I discuss the methods I have used for 
it in chapter 3.3. 
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narraAves (Pink 2021: 4). For this research, I decided to focus on only one protagonist, drawing on 

anthropology’s strengths to provide insights into small places and, ulAmately, apply the knowledge 

gained to the global context. I ground my audiovisual work in observaAonal cinema9 by giving a realist 

representaAon of the lifeworld of my protagonist (Postma 2021: 119) and emphasizing the presence of 

both the researcher and the protagonist(s) (ibid.: 120). 

 I made a visual ethnographic portrait of a 27-year-old farmer called Mark Venner10 in Baexem 

(Province of Limburg) in The Netherlands. Mark started an agroforestry farm four years ago, not 

because the government restricted him due to the nitrogen crisis, but because of his ideology. He 

started agroforestry on the farmland his family owned since 1818, on which all the sons of the farmers 

in his family have conAnued with the farming pracAces ever since. Up unAl the 1970s, the farm has 

been one with mixed pracAces. However, with the rise of intensive forms of agriculture, the grandfather 

of Mark slowly started to specialize in dairy cows. Mark’s father, Peter, later took over this dairy farm 

and decided not to expand it as new regulaAons restricted him11. However, this way of dairy farming 

was not generaAng enough money to hand it over to the next generaAon. Hence, the family decided 

to explore other farming opAons. At this Ame, Mark, the youngest of the four children of Peter and his 

wife Mieke was studying Forest and Nature ConservaAon which trained him to be a forester. At that 

Ame, he had also developed an interest in sustainability. Mark became inspired to merge his forestry 

knowledge with agriculture at a public reading about food forests. Herein he saw an opportunity to 

work with ‘nature’12 instead of against it and proposed to his parents to pracAse it on the farmland. 

The family, easy as they are, decided to go for it. So, their story of pioneering agroforestry in The 

Netherlands began. 

 The agroforestry farm consists of a food forest (five hectares), row culAvaAon (seven hectares), 

and an orchard where the chickens and cows can graze (one and a half hectares). Lastly, horAculture 

(one hectare) will be established. Because the food forest takes up to seven years to be producAve 

enough for profit, Mark now mainly generates an income from chicken eggs and row culAvaAon. We 

did not go into the specifics of his current business model. However, I know that, a:er twenty years of 

growing, the food forest is esAmated to produce a minimum of €10.000 per hectare13, which is way 

higher than the average farmer’s income. 

 

 
9 I elaborate on observaSonal cinema in chapter 3.3.2. 
10 All consent was given to use names and recorded material of my parScipants. 
11 I elaborate on this in chapter 4.3. 
12 To acknowledge that ‘nature’ is a discursive concept and that I step away from the supposed nature/culture 
division, I used quotaSon marks when wriSng it throughout this research, except when I quoted my protagonist. 
13 Nathalie van Wijkvliet 2021 10 vragen aan Mark Venner, de boer die zijn koeien inruilt voor bomen 
h>ps://maatschapwij.nu/blogs/mark-venner-leuker-voedselbos/ 10-06-2023 
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In Baexem, Limburg, only five minutes from the farmland, I am visi:ng Mark’s parent’s house for 

the first :me for an interview. When entering the house, in the hall, my eyes immediately fall on 

the dozens of varying small cow sculptures in front of the window - a collec:on of Marks’ father, 

Peter. During the interview, Mark, Peter and Mark’s mother, Mieke are siGng at the kitchen table, 

and I am standing on the other side of the table, handholding my camera to film our conversa:on. 

I ini:ated a visual elicita:on interview about the history of the farm. Hence, there are old 

photobooks and maps on the table that all tell pieces of the history of the farmland and a 

newspaper ar:cle from a few years back which states: young food forest farmer has a dream. I 

did not prepare ques:ons, so the visual material guides the conversa:on. 

We are talking about how things went when the family decided to start agroforestry 

prac:ces on the land. I ask them if they immediately agreed with Mark’s plans, and both his 

mother and father start to nod with a face that reads, ‘Why not?’. Mark laughs and says: “They 

are not that difficult”. His parents explain that they do not need the money from the land for 

their pension reserve. That is why the combina:on of circumstances was perfect for taking this 

step and handing over the business to their children, with Mark prac:cing on the land. Mieke 

states that they are people who are not afraid to try something new and just do it. Peter agrees 

with a short and casual “No”, upon which Mark starts to laugh again and says: “Well, this response 

says enough”. 

While Peter starts analysing old maps of the land, Mark and his mom con:nue 

discussing how they were convinced to start, in the first instance, with food forest prac:ces on 

their land – being only one branch of agroforestry. Experiencing another food forest and trying 

out food forest produce raised their interest – moreover, the documentary My Biggest Li4le Farm 

made quite an impact. Par:cularly Mieke passionately talks about it, convincing her of the need 

for sustainable agricultural prac:ces by showing how a dead piece of land came to life with the 

help of people and animals and now flourishes in complete harmony with every living thing. 

Subsequently, Mieke states: “If we con:nue the way we did, then the children of my 

grandchild will not have a life here anymore.” She points at the baby monitor on the kitchen shelf 

that shows a recording of Mark’s liWle niece sleeping and shrugs her shoulders. “So, yeah… Then, 

there will be an end somewhere. And that is not really the inten:on, I think”. Peter stops 

analysing the maps, lays them down, looks at Mieke and responds, agreeing: “No, I don’t think 

so”. Mark quickly follows: “But nature will survive.” His parents somewhat agree with a hesitant 

“yes”. “It depends on how highly you think of humans”, Mark con:nues, “or how much value you 

give them”. For just a few seconds, the conversa:on falls s:ll. Mieke then enthusias:cally 

con:nues: “But we have faith! At least…” She looks at Peter and Mark in an:cipa:on of their 

reac:ons. Peter responds with a quiet “yes”, but then he and Mieke see Mark’s confused face. 

“Faith in what?” Mark asks - I guess wary of too much faith in humanity. “In the whole system 

that we are building together”, Mieke responds. “Oooh…” Mark chuckles, almost relieved to me, 

“Yes, no, that’s right, fine”. 
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This vigneLe shows how the Venner family decided to start agroforestry pracAces. It shows that long-

term thinking has a significant role in the decision and that, while Mark’s parents are thinking about 

their grandchildren’s future, Mark seems to be finding some rest in the idea that – however the 

circumstances of humanity may be – ‘nature’ will survive. This makes us quesAon Mark’s ‘complex 

dream’ (Veteto & Lockyer 2017: XV), which can be answered by looking at his relaAonship with the 

environment where he pracAces agroforestry. Therefore, this study will answer the following research 

quesAon: What is the rela9onship that people who prac9se a sustainable form of agriculture have with 

the land on which they work? I answer this research quesAon through the following sub-quesAons: 

1) What are their pracAces? 

2) What are their moAves for doing this work? 

3) What are the consequences of these pracAces and moAves for their relaAon to the land on 

which they work? 

The first quesAon will show the everyday acAviAes on the land and thus answer what sustainable 

agricultural pracAces entail at this place. The second quesAon dives into the moAvaAon of Mark to do 

this pracAce. The third quesAon brings these former quesAons together and answers how these 

pracAces and moAves influence how Mark relates to the land, which will show his ideologies. 

 This arAcle complements the film; it explains Mark’s pracAces on the land more expansively. It 

goes deeper into the consequences of his pracAces stemming from his moAves and grounded in his 

ideologies, insecuriAes, the history of the farm, and future prospects already pointed out in the film. 

This research argues that myriad percepAons and beliefs lay bare how place and culture are 

interrelated, influencing Mark’s relaAonship with the land. Thereby, it forms knowledge on how 

someone who pracAces a sustainable form of agriculture relates to the land they work on, which adds 

to place as something that is embodied and consAtuted relaAonally through interacAons of humans 

with their environment by conAnuous co-becoming (Scherini 2022: 23). This relaAonal understanding 

of a place has the potenAal to redefine the debate on climate change by stepping away from 

constructed human/nature binaries and showing a more holisAc acknowledgement of place being 

something where conAnues encounters between the human and the non-human take part (ibid: 25). 

 

Chapter two goes into the theoreAcal framework of this thesis to link this research to anthropologic 

debates. Following this, chapter three explains the methodology of this study. Chapter four then shows 

the results of this visual ethnography, finally leading to the conclusion in chapter five.  
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2 Theore8cal framework14 

To understand the lens I took in this research and link it to anthropological debates, I will now explain 

the core concepts of this study: the Anthropocene, human-environment relaAonships and 

sustainability. As you will come to understand, these three concepts are highly interrelated. 

 

2.1 The Anthropocene 

The Anthropocene is a proposed name for a geological epoch that describes the impacts of human 

acAviAes on global ecosystems (Mathews 2020: 68), whereby humans see the earth as a source for 

economic development (Maggs and Robinson 2016: 4; Toncheva 2019: 60; Uggla 2010). It gained 

aLenAon as a response to the growing awareness of environmental degradaAon caused by climate 

change (Mathews 2020: 68) and the danger of crossing planetary boundaries (Ibid.: 69). However, 

determining the exact starAng point of the Anthropocene remains a quesAon amongst scholars from 

different fields (Ibid.: 68). Mathews (2020: 69) argues that earlier scholarship on the causes and 

consequences of “capitalism, empire, racism, and seLler colonialism” was, in retrospect, grappling with 

the Anthropocene. 

 One of the criAques and concerns associated with the concept is that it emphasizes the power 

of humankind - parAcularly that of white, male, and European – potenAally leading to human 

glorificaAon (Ibid.; Clarke and Haraway 2018: 11). AddiAonally, technical approaches to the 

Anthropocene o:en overlook power dynamics and inequaliAes, which can jusAfy narrow technical 

soluAons to climate change while neglecAng the poliAcal, economic processes driving environmental 

destrucAon (Mathews 2020: 70; Tsing, Mathews, and Bubandt 2019: 192). 

 Some anthropologists propose alternaAve terms like ‘Capitalocene’ to shi: the focus to the 

economic system as the primary cause of environmental destrucAon rather than humanity itself 

(Eriksen 2022: 5-6). However, despite its criAcisms, the concept of the Anthropocene remains valuable 

in drawing aLenAon to global environmental changes in the scienAfic world (Mathews 2020: 77; Tsing, 

Mathews, and Bubandt 2019: 187). 

 Many scholars argue that the concept of the Anthropocene challenges the nature/culture 

division, which is deeply rooted in ‘Western’15 culture and anthropology (Mathews 2020: 70). 

Approaches such as mulAspecies anthropology and feminist sciences move away from this division and 

explore human relaAonships with the non-human (Ibid.: 71). Recognizing the interconnectedness 

between humans and non-humans is crucial for understanding the ecological transformaAons of the 

 
14 Parts of this chapter include copied or rewri>en parts of my proposal. 
15 I put this term between quotaSon marks to acknowledge that it is a dichotomous, discursive concept. 
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Anthropocene (Ibid.). Some scholars even view this interdependence as an opportunity to develop new 

ways of living in the Anthropocene (Chua and Fair 2019: 9). 

 Examining human-non-human relaAonships is essenAal because they have significant 

implicaAons for anthropogenic environmental changes (Mathews 2020: 71). For instance, in their book 

Making Kin Not Popula9on (2018), Clarke and Haraway discuss concerns about populaAon growth and 

its environmental consequences, advocaAng for inclusive kinship that extends to non-human enAAes. 

By decentering humans and embracing social relaAonships across species informed by queer and 

feminist theories, anthropology can redefine our understanding of humanity (Johnson et al. 2022: 9). 

 Anthropologists play a vital role in shaping the understanding of the Anthropocene by 

producing ethnographic reports that shi: the narraAve from technical and numerical approaches to an 

exploraAon of how people experience “spaces, places, bodies, and earthly relaAons” (Moore 2016: 40). 

Through this approach, anthropologists challenge the oversimplificaAon of the concept and open up 

alternaAve perspecAves on life in the Anthropocene (Chua and Fair 2019: 8). Anthropology’s tendency 

to ask criAcal quesAons about concept development, and its sensiAvity to ontological differences across 

Ame and place, posiAon anthropologists to intervene in the discourse (Johnson et al. 2022: 4-5). 

Anthropological studies demonstrate how the global interpretaAon of the Anthropocene has 

influenced responses to climate change (Ibid.: 12). Ignoring variaAons in human impacts on 

environments over Ame has allowed society, including policymakers, to overlook the core drivers of 

climate change – extracAve capitalism and colonialism – resulAng in failed climate policies (Ibid.: 12-

13). Anthropologists fill this gap by criAcally reflecAng on the structural drivers of climate change, 

examining the complexity of the Anthropocene discourse across different contexts and periods. 

 

Through the lens of the Anthropocene, my research examines a specific case of human response to 

environmental degradaAon, shedding light on how people experience anthropogenic events in 

parAcular contexts (Chua and Fair 2019: 4). By focusing on social processes central to environmental 

destrucAon, I aim to highlight the significance of studying these dynamics. The findings of this study16 

reveal how Mark posiAons himself within the Anthropocene and offers an alternaAve perspecAve on 

life in this era17. 

 

2.2 Human-environment rela9onships 

The Anthropocene challenges the noAon of human separaAon from the environment, emphasising the 

need to study this interconnected relaAonship and its consequences, parAcularly within anthropology. 

 
16 I elaborate on this in chapter 4. 
17 This is especially comes to the fore in chapter 4.5. 
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The idea of human-environment separaAon emerged during the Enlightenment, rooted in the 

epistemology of reason and the dichotomies of Modernity, such as facts/values and nature/culture 

(Maggs and Robinson 2016: 4). This separaAon has shaped the raAonality of ‘Western’ cultures for 

centuries. The insights of the Anthropocene disrupt this paradigm by highlighAng the inherent link 

between humans and their environment, signalling the end of the Modernist era defined by 

dichotomous thinking (Maggs and Robinson 2016: 15; Kopnina and Shoreman-Ouimet 2017: 5). 

However, these dichotomies persist, contribuAng to anthropogenic climate change in the 

Anthropocene (Maggs and Robinson 2016: 5) and leading to a sense of alienaAon. The quesAon arises: 

How can we find the moAvaAon to protect a world we do not perceive ourselves as undeniably 

connected to? 

 Louv (2005) proposes that changing our perspecAve and improving our relaAonship with the 

environment can help overcome the “nature-deficit disorder” and contribute to a sustainable world 

(Peng 2020: 1). This involves moving away from the nature/culture dichotomy (Toncheva 2019: 59) to 

find soluAons to environmental problems (Scherini 2022: 5). Hence, the need to redefine our 

relaAonship with the environment (Latour 2011: 18) can be achieved by changing how we talk about it 

(Muradian and Gómez-Baggethun 2021: 2; Pritchard et al. 2020: 1146). Recognizing the 

interconnectedness of everything on Earth and stepping away from dichotomies can support 

sustainability by suggesAng models that reflect our inherent relaAonship with ‘nature’ (Toncheva 2019: 

59, 61 & 71; Uggla 2010: 87). 

 In anthropological studies, parAcularly environmental anthropology, a holisAc understanding 

of the relaAonship between humans and their environment has been central (Russell et al. 2013: 474; 

Orr, Lansing and Dove 2015: 156). Environmental anthropologists bridge the gap between the social 

and natural worlds, acknowledging the influence of larger-scale power structures on local contexts 

(Kopnina and Shoreman-Ouimet 2017: 4). Recognising in this study that we cannot apply one 

conservaAon effort to every environment and that it thus must be locally specified through place and 

culture is, therefore, essenAal (Ibid.: 5). Their experAse in local human-environment relaAonships can 

be applied on a broader scale, aiding policy-making and offering insights into how humanity can 

address and reverse current environmental issues (Ibid.: 4-6). By focusing on alternaAve pracAces that 

challenge norms, environmental anthropology contributes to envisioning ecologically and socially 

sustainable futures (Veteto & Lockyer 2013: 53). 

 For these reasons, I decided to focus on such a pracAce, possibly helping us get a future 

perspecAve on living in the Anthropocene while providing a possibility of how to achieve this (Ibid.). 

Human-environment relaAonships are central to my research, focusing on the relaAonship between 

Mark and his agroforestry farm while acknowledging the interrelaAonships between place and culture. 

Agroforestry offers a sustainable soluAon, making it an exciAng place to study such a relaAonship. It 
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provides insights into connecAng with the environment while offering a way to achieve this, possibly 

informing policy-making for a sustainable future.  

 

With agroforestry being a pracAce that acknowledges the intrinsic relaAonship between the farmer 

and his environment, the first sub-quesAon that goes into the pracAces of Mark shows us an alternaAve 

possibility of relaAng to our environment. The findings of the second sub-quesAon show us that Mark 

specifically chose this pracAce to show people their connecAon to the environment to improve this 

relaAonship. UlAmately, the findings of the third sub-quesAon show us that many things influence 

Mark’s relaAonship with the environment.18 

 

2.3 Sustainability 

Eriksen (2022: 1) proposes that “a sustainable system is one which is capable of reproducing itself for 

an extended period without undermining its own condiAons, absorbing incremental changes without 

collapsing”. He thus sees sustainability as something that can sustain itself while being open to change 

(Ibid.). Tsing (2017: 51) describes sustainability as “the dream of passing a livable earth to future 

generaAons, human and non-human”. Sustainability is herein described as offering intergeneraAonal 

environmental and social well-being for all species. 

 According to anthropologists Brightman and Lewis (2017: 2), the term was first used in the 18th 

century and referred to the responsibility of people towards the forests to not cause irreversible 

changes by turning them into agricultural lands. However, the term became most influenAal in the 1987 

United NaAons Brundtland report Our Common Future, trying to shed new light on economic growth 

by using the term ‘sustainable development’ (Ibid.: 3). Then, it soon became clear that the core of 

ecological unsustainability directly relates to “modernity, capitalism, industrialism and the ideology of 

growth and progress” (Eriksen 2022: 4). Hence, scholars o:en argue that the only sustainable opAon is 

degrowth as sustainable ecology does not fit in a capitalist world that focuses on growing and technical 

soluAons (Ibid.: 5). This is something that anthropologists like Bruno Latour have o:en been poinAng 

out (Ibid.). Moreover, through ethnographies on alternaAve ways of living – mainly learning from 

Indigenous cultures that have been living ecologically sustainably for many centuries - anthropologists 

showed possibiliAes of a life beyond neoliberalist capitalism and have thus made vital contribuAons to 

the discourse of sustainability (Ibid). 

 Kothari et al. (2018), with their book Pluriverse – A Post-Development Dic9onary, challenge the 

modernist ontology of sustainability soluAons labelled as universal and offer insights into a mulAplicity 

of possible worlds: a pluriverse. Anthropologists study sustainability by looking at cultural processes 

 
18 I elaborate on this in chapter 4. 
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from different perspecAves; they look at the needs and wants of specific socieAes rather than a 

universal truth about what is most sustainable (Brightman & Lewis 2017: 1). Brightman & Lewis (2017: 

2) argue to approach sustainability within anthropology “as the process of facilitaAng condiAons for 

change by building and supporAng diversity – ontological, biological, economic and poliAcal diversity”. 

Anthropology thus sees sustainability as the moral principle of respecyully engaging with other 

humans and non-humans while acknowledging different ontologies (Ibid.: 20). The specializaAon in 

everyday realiAes - and their connecAons to the global - make us well-placed to contribute to 

sustainability debates (Ibid: 16). Moreover, anthropologists can help exchange thoughts and pracAces 

across the (scienAfic) world (Brightman & Lewis 2017: 1). 

 

In this study, I looked at Mark’s ontology of sustainability by studying his agricultural pracAces and his 

moAvaAon to do this. The conversaAons we had conAnuously reflected Mark his priority of long-term 

thinking, leading him to make sustainable decisions. These insights into the thoughts behind the 

pracAce at the local scale could offer inspiraAon for how to apply sustainability at a larger scale. 

 

2.4 Placing the concepts in their context 

As already explained in the introducAon, with the Dutch agricultural crisis at its height, there is 

increasing pressure on the sector to become more sustainable. Farmers can have a crucial role in 

realizing these more sustainable agricultural systems wherein they build a strong connecAon with their 

environment through agricultural pracAces (Giagnocavo et al. 2022: 2). Moreover, the relaAonship 

farmers have with their environment is said to be of significant influence on other peoples’ 

understanding of agriculture, but also specifically their (world)view on non-human nature (Giagnocavo 

et al. 2022: 4). This study, looking at a sustainable agricultural system where undeniable 

interrelaAonships are acknowledged, can help with a discourse that sees humans as inseparable from 

their environment (López 2018: 603) and therefore provides the opportunity to work towards 

sustainability in the Anthropocene. 

 

2.5 The interrela9onship of the concepts 

While there is o:en a focus on technical soluAons for the Anthropocene, anthropologists emphasize 

the need to study the social and cultural aspects at the core of human environmental destrucAon. They 

propose to do this by studying human-environment relaAonships as, within the Anthropocene, there 

is a need to achieve a sustainable world by fundamentally changing how we interact with our 

environment. The Anthropocene inherently shows that people are not separated from their 

environment. Hence, studying this relaAonship – especially in a context that shows sustainable 

alternaAves - can help redefine our relaAonship with the environment and make it more sustainable in 
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the long term. These concepts, therefore, help me understand human-environment relaAonships 

within a sustainable agricultural pracAce in the Anthropocene.  
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3 Methodology 

This chapter explains how and why I did a visual ethnography, followed by the posiAonality, 

collaboraAon and ethics of my research, and, lastly, I reflect on the methods I used in this visual 

ethnography. 

 

3.1 Making a visual ethnography 

This study is based on eight weeks of fieldwork from January All mid-March 202319. In the first instance, 

I was looking for several food forests to conduct my research. So, in January, I started doing voluntary 

work at a food forest called Ziedewij while I conAnued looking for other food forests. When I saw some 

interviews online with Mark, I immediately felt enthusiasAc about how he talked and his story. I reached 

out to him by email and received a welcoming response. Mark proposed to meet through Zoom as the 

distance between Leiden - where I live - and Baexem is quite big for me to visit him. We started by 

telling each other a bit about ourselves, I explained the ideas for my research, and then, because of his 

posiAve reacAon, I immediately felt - in my gut - that I wanted to focus only on Mark for my research. 

So, I asked him; if he was okay if I focused only on him. Easy as he is, he was open to that. Consequently, 

I said goodbye to Ziedewij and started my fieldwork at Mark. 

 This thesis is a visual ethnography; hence a 30-minute ethnographic film accompanies this 

arAcle. The film shows Mark’s daily pracAces on the agroforestry farm and his embodied sensory 

experience of being there while also providing conversaAons on his ideologies, insecuriAes, the history 

of the farm and future prospects. I chose to use a specific typeface called ‘Faune’20 in the film. Alice 

Savoie made this font in collaboraAon with The Centre naAonal des arts plasAques (CNAP).The idea of 

this font is to study the mulA-speciesism of the natural world in order to create a typeface ecosystem. 

I chose this font because it values the strengths of diversity in natural ecosystems, which Mark also 

highly values in his agroforestry pracAces. I also chose to provide some informaAon on both the 

agricultural situaAon in The Netherlands and what agroforestry entails before the film starts for people 

unfamiliar with either. Mark approved this informaAon. 

 This arAcle complements the film. It does so by explaining Mark’s pracAces on the land more 

expansively, allowing me to form an answer to the first sub-quesAon. AddiAonally, it goes into the 

consequences of his pracAces and moAves for his relaAonship with the land by expanding on his 

ideologies, insecuriAes, the history of the farm, and future prospects already pointed out in the film. 

Overall, this research argues that myriad percepAons and beliefs lay bare how place and culture are 

interrelated, influencing Mark’s relaAonship with the land. 

 
19 Accompanied by three more visits in the months aber (Sll May). 
20 CNAP 2023 Faune. h>ps://www.cnap.fr/sites/faune/en.html 02-06-2023 
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3.2 Posi9onality, collabora9on and ethics21 

As an ethnographer, I acknowledge that my personal experiences inevitably shape my own percepAons 

and interpretaAons (Pink 2021, 40). MacDougall (2006) refers to this as the ‘corporal image’, staAng 

that images are always made in relaAon to who is behind the camera. 

 Being Dutch, I had a good grasp of the agricultural situaAon in The Netherlands. My passion for 

food and sustainable agriculture had already familiarized me with some agroforestry pracAces. 

Moreover, my bachelors in Future Planet Studies deepened my understanding of sustainability and the 

problems of Anthropogenic environmental destrucAon rooted in capitalism, colonialism and patriarchy. 

This background allowed me to relate to Mark’s moAves to pracAce agroforestry in the Anthropocene 

and his thoughts behind it. Moreover, as a highly sensiAve person, I o:en find solace in green spaces 

and appreciate their sensory aspects, which helped me understand Mark’s joy in experiencing the farm. 

Finally, our close ages (26 and 27) further facilitated mutual understanding. 

 Ethics are essenAal for establishing rapport and obtaining valuable data in ethnographic 

research (Marion and Crowder 2013: 4). Following ethical guidelines, including The AAA Code of Ethics 

(2012) and the ‘Seven Key Issues in Visual Ethics’ (Marion and Crowder 2013), I prioriAzed the wellbeing 

of my parAcipants. Informed consent was, therefore, crucial from the beginning. I discussed my 

research intenAons with Mark throughout fieldwork to ensure his comfort. I also let him fill out an 

informed consent form wherein he agreed that all recordings and observaAons could be publicly 

shared. For the interviews with his parents, I let them sign the same form. This ensured me that they 

understood the intenAons of my research. 

 During our first conversaAon, Mark expressed frustraAon with the media framing him as an 

unnuanced acAvist. I reassured him of my intenAon to portray him as he really is, which he was happy 

to hear. However, my iniAal percepAon of him was also influenced by these interviews. To explore his 

perspecAve, I asked him about his annoyance with the acAvist label in our first interview22. I did my 

best to incorporate all of Mark’s nuances, but this proved challenging within the constraints of a 30-

minute film. His thought process, o:en starAng with bold statements followed by nuance, required lots 

of complex decision-making to balance the story. When I showed Mark the film, he expressed his 

saAsfacAon with the level of nuance and praised the portrayal of the whole story, visuals and sound. 

This posiAve feedback relieved my concerns about represenAng him accurately. During the final day of 

filming, I already asked Mark about his experience of my presence. He then stated that he felt 

 
21 Parts of this chapter include copied or rewri>en parts of my proposal. 
22 I elaborate on this in chapter 4.7. 
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understood, which he could not say about everyone. This was good to hear and affirmed my own 

thoughts. 

 

In conclusion, building rapport with Mark enhanced my research’s ethical conduct and collaboraAon, 

enabling me to gather the necessary knowledge for fruiyul research. 

 

3.3 Methods23 

Visual ethnography is commiLed to knowledge producAon or ways of knowing other than data 

producAon (Pink 2021: 40). Hence, it does not claim to generate objecAve truths but offers an insight 

into the ethnographers’ experience that is as accurate as possible (Ibid.). By recognizing the 

interconnectedness of the senses with our environment through the visual, we can offer ways to 

understand the invisible - being the sensory experience and knowledge of our parAcipants and 

ourselves (Ibid.: 40 & 42). Doing visual ethnography enabled me to study Mark’s relaAonship with the 

land on which he pracAces his agroforestry. I show what methods I used in doing this visual 

ethnography below. 

 

3.3.1 Video recordings 

Video recordings served as a powerful tool to explore my parAcipants’ sensory percepAon and lived 

experiences – everyday pracAces, experiences and realiAes (Lawrence 2020: 26). Hence, they provided 

valuable insights into the intangible aspects of human experiences through capturing emoAons, senses, 

space uAlisaAon and the creaAon of emoAonal environments (MacDougall 1999a: 68). Using film as a 

tool throughout most of my other methods, enabled me to create a thick descripAon - meaning that it 

works as a tool to capture intangible, subjecAve social pieces of evidence of human experiences by 

focusing on the body, emoAons and the senses (Kharel 2015: 155-56). I have tried to use the ‘triangle 

of acAon’ suggested by Lawrence (2020: 33) to capture this bodily sense and experience. Doing this 

helped me lay bare the interrelaAonship between body-mind-environment. Finally, film recordings 

allowed me to see things I did not noAce in the first place, adding depth to my understanding (Pink 

2021: 165). Given that agroforestry pracAces engaged all of Mark’s senses, video recording was an 

excellent tool for capturing the mulA-sensory experiences of pracAcing agroforestry and Mark’s 

connecAon to the place. It provided insights into the meaning Mark aLached to these experiences and 

how they influenced him. 

 In addiAon to handheld camera recordings, I uAlised drones for aerial shots at the farm. Drones 

offer a disAnct visual perspecAve that differs from our everyday visual culture (Serafinelli and O’Hangan 

 
23 Parts of this chapter include copied or rewri>en parts of my proposal. 
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2022: 2). They can capture images from hard-to-reach places and provide new ways of visualising and 

experiencing the world, “acAng as intermediaries between humans and nature” (Ibid.: 4). While the 

verAcal, top-down view of drones may carry negaAve connotaAons associated with military dominance, 

it is essenAal to recognise their potenAal to subvert these associaAons and change our understandings 

of ordinary places (Ibid. 7-8). For example, drones can establish a spaAal context or show the 

posiAoning of a protagonist within their environment (Lawrence 2020: 44 & 99). Hence, I uAlised 

extreme-wide drone shots at the beginning of the film before transiAoning to closer handheld 

recordings, effecAvely establishing a sense of place for the agroforestry farm. 

 

3.3.2 Observa9onal cinema 

ObservaAonal cinema prioriAzes informal and inAmate conversaAons and the recording of ongoing 

events, aiming to provide a realisAc glimpse into the world of our parAcipants (Carta 2015: 1). In 

observaAonal cinema, the camera works to show the ‘corporeal image’, as MacDougall (2006) states, 

referring to the different ways of knowing the body can play in film recordings. It emphasizes the 

presence of both the parAcipant and the researcher, fostering a deeper understanding of lived 

experiences through filmmaking (Postma 2021: 120). 

 Establishing a good rapport with Mark was crucial to ensure that the camera’s presence did not 

impact his behaviour (Ibid.: 2). I regularly spent Ame with him without filming, which helped us build a 

personal connecAon. For instance, on a day that I knew Mark was Ared, I intenAonally refrained from 

filming in the morning, which made us have conversaAons whereby we got to know each other more 

personally. Later, when I resumed filming, Mark pranked me [00:15:21-00:16:01]. This felt like a unique 

moment for me as this was the first Ame he had made such a joke on record. For me, this showed that 

he felt comfortable enough to do so. 

 While observaAonal cinema tradiAonally emphasizes ‘show not tell’ and thus should not 

prioriAze knowledge from speech (Carta 2015: 6), I discovered that Mark shared his knowledge through 

storytelling. Rather than reducing his speech, I embraced his natural expression, allowing his true 

personality to shine. This resulted in a film that heavily features dialogue but authenAcally represents 

Mark. However, I was not fully able to show rather than tell his relaAonship with the agroforestry farm. 

 ObservaAonal cinemas’ unique ability to communicate peoples’ experiences and emoAons 

enables the viewer to relate to these protagonists and engage with them through their own senses, 

fostering empathy in ways that wriLen texts may not achieve (Postma 2021: 118). It situates 

parAcipants’ lived experiences within the context of the recording locaAon, adding a sensory 

perspecAve to anthropology (Carta 2015: 11). By represenAng these perspecAves, the film generates 

empathy among the audience, generaAng feelings of rapport and compassion as they watch (Ibid.: 12; 
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Pink 2007: 248). This aspect is parAcularly relevant for Mark as an agroforestry farmer as he is longing 

to be understood24 and longing to be an inspira9on25. 

 For my film, I was inspired by Of Men and Mares (1998) by Metje Postma on workhorses in 

agriculture. This film has a similar structure to mine as it also goes into pracAces, the social world 

around the pracAce and the history of agriculture. Like her, through ediAng, I aimed to show an 

ethnographic understanding of my protagonist and his way of life (Postma 2006: 350), although mine 

relies more on speech to achieve this. 

 

3.3.3 Par9cipant observa9on 

ParAcipant observaAon is a foundaAonal pracAce in cultural anthropology. It involved establishing 

rapport with Mark and immersing myself in his agroforestry pracAces to gain experienAal knowledge 

(Bernard 2006: 342). Since agroforestry pracAces vary with the seasons, my primary involvement was 

planAng. I carried plants to the food forest, measured planAng locaAons, dug holes, and planted. 

AddiAonally, I assisted in preparing the land for blueberry culAvaAon by covering it with root fabric and 

woodchips. I also contributed to se{ng out rows for planAng in another food forest, supervised by 

Mark, using poles to mark the points to plant. Engaging in these pracAces provided hands-on 

experience and allowed me to gain personal insights into agroforestry pracAces (Ibid.: 342-344). 

Consequently, it gave me an intuiAve understanding of the data (Ibid.: 355). I also used informal 

interviewing during this process, mainly to build rapport (Ibid.: 211). 

 Overall, parAcipant observaAon provided valuable knowledge about my protagonist’s 

relaAonship with the land, focusing on his sensory experiences and care for the environment while 

working there, and helped me find the key topics that Mark engaged with through informal interviews. 

 

3.3.4 Interviews 

The interview methods I used were the go-along method, semistructured interviews, and visual 

elicitaAon interviews. 

 The primary interview method that I used was the go-along. This method consisted of me 

walking along with Mark, filming his pracAces. As the go-along acknowledges that humans relate to 

their environment by showing how place and culture shape lived experiences and worldviews 

(Springgay and Truman 2019: 3 & 19), it helped to study the relaAonship of Mark to his farm by focusing 

on his interrelaAonship of body and mind (Ibid.: 23-24). As ‘place’ is increasingly seen as something 

sensory, walking through it is vital to gain embodied communicaAon and sensorial understandings of 

 
24 Chapter 4.6. 
25 Chapter 4.4. 
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our protagonists (Pink 2007: 246). Moreover, it helps to gain knowledge of protagonists’ “experiences, 

interpretaAons, and pracAces” (Carpiano 2009: 5). As Mark o:en thought aloud during this method, it 

helped me gain a deeper understanding of his ideologies. UlAmately, this method enabled me to gain 

knowledge about the embodied and sensory human-environment relaAonship key to this study and 

also helped me gain a deeper understanding of Mark’s view on living in the Anthropocene and his 

thoughts on sustainability. UlAmately, it helped to provide a holisAc understanding of Mark’s 

relaAonship with the farm. 

 Moreover, I did semistructured interviews, one at the beginning of fieldwork and one towards 

the end. Both helped me to go into specific topics while leaving room for Mark to share other thoughts 

(Bernard 2006: 210). As in-depth conversaAons with Mark already occurred naturally, these interviews 

were especially valuable to go into the core of Mark’s ideologies. It supported me in forming a more in-

depth answer to my research quesAon. 

 Lastly, I conducted two visual elicitaAon interviews to gather informaAon about the history of 

the agroforestry farm, the perspecAves of Mark’s parents on changing farming pracAces, and the 

process of starAng agroforestry pracAces. Using visual materials in interviews provides different insights 

than solely verbal discussions as it “evokes deeper elements of human consciousness” (Harper 2002: 

13) than with words alone. The first interview, involving old photos and maps, was unstructured and 

meant to be collaboraAve, allowing Mark and his parents to choose the visuals for discussion (Ibid.: 

23). However, the lack of order in the materials created some tension and limited the conversaAons’ 

structure. Despite gaining valuable knowledge, I felt this approach had untapped potenAal. To address 

this, I organized a second visual elicitaAon interview. For this, I asked Mark and Peter to select around 

seven visuals each that could provide us with pieces of the informaAon I wanted to gain. They send 

them to me in advance, enabling me to prepare quesAons. Because Mark and Peter also chose some 

landscape photos of the farm, I brought drone photos of the land to assist them in clarifying landscape 

changes over Ame. For a good structure, I decided on a chronology of discussing the oldest to the most 

recent pieces. This clear structure and understanding of intenAons created a more relaxed and 

insighyul conversaAon, enhancing my understanding of the farms’ history and family dynamics. 

 

UlAmately, using ethnographic methods combined with video recordings, I gained insights into Mark’s 

embodied sensory experiences, which facilitated me to learn about Mark’s relaAonship to his working 

environment. AddiAonally, Mark’s storytelling habit allowed me to follow his thought processes. Hence, 

these methods helped me capture both the human-environment relaAonship and his ideologies, which 

allowed me to understand beLer his thoughts on living in the Anthropocene and his idea of 

sustainability. 
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In the following chapter, I discuss the knowledge gained through these methods and connect it to the 

theoreAcal framework to answer my research quesAon. This will lead up to the conclusions of this 

study. 
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4 Findings 

This chapter will answer my research quesAon: What is the rela9onship that people who prac9ce a 

sustainable form of agriculture have with the land they work on? The answer to this research quesAon 

consists of mulAple aspects, explained in the following secAons. 

 
4.1 Everyday prac9ces 

As stated before, the pracAces of an agroforestry farmer are diverse and focused on the long-term, 

making it a sustainable pracAce. Moreover, the pracAces are highly dependent on the season, the 

weather of that parAcular workday, and the days before and a:er it. Therefore, it is a prominent theme 

in his everyday pracAces. Whereas row culAvaAon got more aLenAon with, for example, creaAng a 

pleasant climate for the plants, in the food forest, Mark only planted things and le: them to do their 

work for the long term. I was familiarized with new plant species every Ame I visited the farm. The 

focus of agroforestry as a pracAce on diversity and the interconnectedness of the human and the non-

human to achieve sustainability could already help produce a discourse that reflects this thought (López 

2018: 603). 

 Mark’s focus did not only lay on these working tasks explained above. Every day I spent with 

him, Mark was very aware of his surroundings: soil textures, smells, colours, insects, birds, animal 

spores, etcetera. It was already on the first day that I visited the agroforestry farm and met Mark that 

I noAced the highly sensory experience of the place. I will show this with a vigneLe. 

 

Within my first few meters of walking along with Mark on the land, I no:ce that his walking 

rhythm is closely related to his thoughts. We start walking on the land from the side of the bus 

stop. There is yet to be something planted on this plot of the land, and Mark walks very fast, 

crossing it. I try to keep up with him, listening closely but at the same :me looking around me to 

soak up the impressions that I get from my surroundings. The food forest appears on our right as 

we walk through a new wooden fence. Mark starts talking about the food forest and then 

suddenly stops. He walks towards the barbwire that encloses the food forest and looks closely at 

it. I don’t know what he is doing at that moment, but when I come closer, I see some hair stuck 

in the wire. “I wanted to see if it was the hair of the badger, but I don’t think so; badger hair is 

s:ffer.” On our way to Mark’s office, on the opposite side of the land from where we started, 

Mark stopped several :mes to point out birds while introducing me to the agroforestry farm. 

Later that day, we con:nued our walk. 

 We are now walking on the farm’s row cul:va:on plot towards the row of blackberry 

plants. Mark walks up to one of the plants and breaks off a twig. I am slightly startled for a 

moment: why would he break off a twig of this plant? Then he says: “Here, smell this”. Confused 

about what will happen, I smell the twig and immediately no:ce the sweet smell of cassis. “Wow! 
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That smells so sweet!” I say. Mark laughs, I think happy with my surprised reac:on, and says: “It 

really smells like cassis, right?!”. A few meters from there, we arrive at a boundary of the land. 

Mark explains that the whole outer edge of the land is planted with bushes to form protec:on 

for the land and a shelter for birds and other animals. He men:ons that there are oaen hares 

finding shelter in these bushes and that it could very well be that we will see one coming out of 

the plants. When Mark takes one step back, a hare jumps out of the bushes, running away from 

us. “See?” Mark says exci:ngly. He sees my surprised face, and we start to laugh. 

 

From that day on, I knew that being in this place is about more than just the working pracAces; it is 

about the whole experience. 

 This focus on details can also be seen in the film when Mark starts talking about the lands’ soil 

and structure [00:07:48-00:11:56]. A:er that, he passes a tree that he starts to invesAgate because he 

likes its colour of it [00:12:14-00:12:45]. There were also many Ames that Mark was in conversaAon 

with me and suddenly saw a bird flying over the land [00:22:38-00:22:47]. Moreover, Mark once 

searched for tracks of the badger to find a spot to hang up a trail camera to capture a picture of it. That 

same week he captured a fox on that camera. 

 Mark employs his awareness and knowledge of his environment in one of his working tasks: 

guided tours. These consist of farmers, or others interested, coming to the farm for a tour consisAng of 

Mark showing them around. The idea behind these tours is to inspire people with the experience of 

being at the farm26. 

 Mark thus uses agroforestry as a tool to overcome the “nature-deficit-disorder” (Louv 2005) by 

acknowledging the interconnectedness between everything on earth (Toncheva 2019: 61; Uggla 2010: 

87). With this, he provides a model that redefines the human-environment relaAonship (Toncheva 

2019: 59 & 71; Latour 2011: 80) and, thereby, could redefine the debate on climate change by stepping 

away from constructed human/nature binaries (López 2018: 603; Scherini 2022: 25). 

 

This secAon answered the first sub-quesAon, being: what are their prac9ces? As has become clear, 

agroforestry pracAces not only consist of working on the land but are also about the experience of the 

land itself. Mark’s knowledge of the land is vital to how he experiences the land, which shows Mark’s 

relaAonship to the farmland. This is nurtured by his wonder and love for the environment. His work of 

guiding people through his farm, le{ng them experience the agroforestry land, can work as a tool to 

strengthen human-environment relaAonships.  

 
26 I elaborate on this in chapter 4.4. 
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4.2 Mo9va9on 

In the interview wherein I asked Mark about his dislike for humanity27, I also asked him what moAvated 

him to do agroforestry [00:18:51-00:20:07]. Mark explains that he wanted to create a beauAful place, 

a piece of ‘nature’ which, by experiencing it, can show people its beauty and makes them “connect to 

that what they are not connected to anymore”, referring to ‘nature’. What also moAvates him is proving 

to people that it is possible to do this and that there are alternaAves to pracAces that are destroying 

the earth. Mark’s moAvaAon to do agroforestry pracAces comes from his love for the environment and 

his ideology on people needing a connecAon with their environment whereby they would learn not to 

undermine themselves. Mark derives his moAvaAon to do agroforestry in the first place from his love 

for the environment and experiencing ‘nature’, which shows his human-environment relaAonship. 

Moreover, living in the Anthropocene, where many people are in an unsustainable human-environment 

relaAonship, Mark wants to strengthen this relaAonship again by le{ng people experience his 

agroforestry farm. 

 This answers my research’s second sub-quesAon: What are their mo9ves for doing this work? 

The ideology behind it will become more apparent when reading the following secAons, together 

answering the last sub-quesAon: What are the consequences of these prac9ces and mo9ves for their 

rela9on to the land on which they work? 

 
4.3 Family history 

As explained in the introducAon, the farm has been in Mark’s family for more than 200 years, and his 

family has been pracAcing it ever since. From 1818 on, the farm had mixed pracAces and self-sustained 

the family. Peter remembers from his grandfather that he had some chickens, pigs, cows, and a horse 

and grew barley, potatoes, sugar beets and tubers in winter as food for the cows. At the start of the 

60s, specializaAon took place in broilers and dairy cows; in ’63, they went from 10 cows to 20-30 cows, 

and in the 70s’ the cubicle stables and irrigaAon came, along with heavier machines. Peter conAnued 

only with dairy cows, sugar beets and corn. However, when he was restricted to having 70% of his land 

as grassland only his cows were le:. He had to face more restricAng rules – milk quotas and rules on 

manure – which made him get as efficient as possible, ge{ng as much milk as possible from a limited 

number of cows (50 cows at the end). Peter menAoned in an interview that farmers are now facing 

even more restricAons and that he thinks that many farmers are stopping their pracAces now because 

they are Ared of these constant limitaAons. When I asked Mark why he chose not to conAnue with his 

father’s dairy farm, he and Peter said it would have been pracAcally impossible. The farm was too small 

and would have had to grow, but it would not have been possible to organize with the bank. Moreover, 

 
27 I elaborate on this in chapter 4.5. 
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Mark did not like the pracAse of milking cows at least twice a day; this would have felt to him as a 

restricAon, and, on top of that, he finds these pracAces too intensive physically. He feels like the 

pracAces he chose are giving him way more freedom than those he would have had as a dairy farmer, 

which is valuable to him. 

 Mark also grew up on the farm, as his family home was on the farmland all his childhood. As a 

child, he always looked out of his bedroom window to see the land and used to be excited that the land 

was flat, that you could look so far away in the distance. Then, at some point, he realized that it was 

“not okay” that you could look all that way as it meant that there was not much life on the land. What 

mainly inspired him was the steam flowing on one side of the land. That stream used to flow straight 

all his childhood, as that was how people made it in 1930. A decade ago, they decided to give this 

stream its natural flow back and thus let it meander again, which resulted in a more vital ecosystem 

along the stream. The posiAve influence of this meandering stream on the environment inspired Mark 

to start his Forest and Nature ConservaAon studies, raising his interest in sustainability. 

 Moreover, the family Aes to the farm are shown throughout the film in the interviews with 

Mark and Peter28. 

 

This secAon clarified how Mark relates to the farm in terms of its (family)history. He grew up at the 

farm, seeing his father ge{ng more restricted in his pracAces. Seeing the environment benefit from 

the stream’s natural flow, Mark was inspired to bring more natural processes to the land, le{ng it 

revive. This history with the farmland made Mark pracAse an agricultural form in the Anthropocene 

that would not restrict him for environmental reasons and fit his ideologies on sustainability. 

 

4.4 Longing to be an inspira9on 

One part of Mark’s work is inspiring others with his agroforestry farm29, as he also explains in the film 

[00:25:08-00:26:16]. In my first interview with him, he told me that he wants to show the people 

coming to his farm that we are part of nature and can funcAon in harmony with it. One part of that is 

making people conscious of the role we, as people, have in ‘nature’ by showing that it is natural to live 

with the seasons and therefore have a different supply of products every other Ame of the year. The 

other part of this is the life experience on the farm: what you hear, see, and smell, the sensory 

experience, opening up peoples’ feelers there. In that same interview, Mark explains the need for 

people to look at the place through different eyes. He explains that he has noAced that people do not 

see certain things and consequently do not have the same experience as he has on the land. Because 

 
28 [00:02:13-00:05:59; 00:13:19-00:14:16; 00:20:53-00:22:09; 00:29:15-00:30:26] 
29 Discussed in chapter 4.1. 
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Mark aims to give them precisely this experience, he wants to put signs on the land as mnemonics to 

hint at what they could be experiencing at the farm. 

“It’s funny, I was walking here with friends once, and a robin sat on a pole. I think it was two 

meters away from us, well… it was really, really close. And I was like: “Don’t you all see that?!”. 

Mark laughs, “They really did not see it. That is striking to me.” 

UlAmately, he wants to convince people to change the way they look at their environment by being on 

the land and experiencing the farm, offering an alternaAve view on life in the Anthropocene (Chua and 

Fair 2009: 8). As farmers’ relaAonships with their environment have a significant influence on peoples’ 

understanding of both agriculture and non-human nature (Giagnocavo et al. 2022: 4), Mark’s longing 

to inspire provides an opportunity to work towards sustainability. This is especially relevant for a 

country like The Netherlands that clearly values farmers’ views. 

 In the first interview with Mark, we discussed the supposed division between ‘nature’ and 

agriculture and what Mark thinks about this. He stated that people o:en plead for more intensificaAon, 

but he does not think that is the soluAon because then we would probably get too far away from the 

origin of our food. Moreover, Mark thinks that agroforestry pracAces could also work well for 

educaAonal purposes and benefit people’s physical and mental health, for example, because you are 

standing close to your food at this place. Mark explained that many species he planted on this land 

could not funcAon in convenAonal agricultural pracAces in monocultures because most of the species 

are funcAoning well in combinaAon with others. He could see intensive and extensive agriculture living 

side to side in the future, working as systems that complement each other. Mark o:en stressed the 

importance of looking at the specifics of a place to know what agricultural pracAce would fit best, which 

overlaps with anthropology’s emphasis within sustainability debates on acknowledging differences 

when engaging with humans and non-human nature (Brightman & Lewis 2017: 2 & 20). This shows 

both Mark’s nuance and criAcality on agricultural pracAces working for the long term. 

 

What becomes clear in this secAon is that Mark wants the agroforestry farm to be an inspiring place 

for people who experience being there. He hopes to bring people closer to their food and teach them 

about natural processes to strengthen human-environment relaAonships. Moreover, Mark underscores 

the need to choose agricultural pracAces that best match a specific place for a sustainable agricultural 

system. 

 

4.5 I don’t like people 

Throughout my Ame with Mark, he told me several Ames that he did not really like people. In need of 

clarificaAon on why that was, I asked him in an interview [00:16:54-00:18:51]. While talking about this, 
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it became clear that Mark does not understand that people constantly want more and more – 

belongings, power, etcetera – and do not see that they undermine themselves by doing that. People 

undermine themselves by going against ‘nature’. Mark thinks this is weird because, as he says: 

“Whatever happens to humanity, nature will survive, also without people”. Even if humanity is not here 

anymore, the thought that ‘nature’ will live on brings him to rest. I think it is because of this that he 

dares to say he would not mind a world without people. I think this statement could be a coping 

mechanism for handling living in the Anthropocene, mainly because Mark states that “when you only 

start looking at everything people are ruining on this planet, you will turn yourself crazy”. 

 Moreover, I understand this thought process as I have had it myself. Then, the idea that ‘nature’ 

will survive is soothing, especially when you love the experience of being in ‘nature’, as Mark does. 

However, his longing to inspire others30 clearly shows that he cares about people. Therefore, I think 

Mark may like people more than he would dare to admit, just not when talking about humanity as a 

whole. 

 Hence, Mark’s stated dislike towards humanity is linked to the Anthropocene as it stems from 

the human idea of superiority over the non-human. Like Johnson et al. (2022: 9), Mark underlines the 

need for humankind to decenter itself to enable a more holisAc approach to being human in the 

Anthropocene. Moreover, it links to Clarke & Haraway’s (2018) thoughts on the environmental 

consequences of populaAon growth, consequently pleading for a kinship that is both diverse and 

inclusive of non-human nature.  

 

This secAon showed Mark’s idea about humanity. He states that he does not like people and finds his 

rest in the thought that ‘nature’ will survive, also without humanity. Hence, ‘nature’ seems to give him 

a grip on life where humanity does not. 

 

4.6 Longing to be understood 

Before the first interview with Mark and his parents, I was on the agroforestry farm, planAng trees in 

the food forest with Mark. Somewhere between planAng, he approached me and told me that a 

neighbouring farmer had asked him about his way of doing agriculture. He had asked Mark why he did 

not use a few square meters of his land. Mark explained to me that this comes from the ruling thought 

that you, as a farmer, should use every square meter of your land to earn money. For many farmers, 

therefore, just le{ng a piece of land ‘be’ is an anxious thought. Later, within the interview, this also 

became clear. I will show this in a vigneLe. 

 
30 Discussed in chapter 4.4. 
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At one moment in the interview, Mieke - Mark’s mom - states that she really believes in the 

agroforestry system they are building together. I agree that what they are building up together is 

beau:ful. Then Peter responds: “Yes, it’s dras:c”. “Yes? Dras:c?” Mark responds. “I think many 

people think we are crazy”, Peter con:nues. “Many”, Mieke agrees while nodding, “people think 

lots of things about it”. Mark states that a fault that many people s:ll make is comparing his 

prac:ces with conven:onal agriculture, while you cannot compare the two. When I asked them 

if there were many ques:ons from neighbours about the agroforestry prac:ces, they all agreed: 

people do not ask about it personally, but we know there are many ques:ons within our 

surroundings. The favour they have as a family, however, is that people from the neighbourhood 

take them seriously because, up un:l now, their businesses have always been a success. 

Back to the moment we were planAng, a:er explaining his conversaAon with his neighbour, Mark starts 

explaining that he has an agreement with his parents. The agreement is that when someone asks them 

about Mark his pracAces, they cannot respond to that and should send these people to Mark so that 

he can explain his pracAces himself. He is afraid they do not tell the whole, solid story otherwise. This 

story, one that everyone should be able to understand, is essenAal to Mark, primarily to be understood 

by farmers. 

 This longing to be understood also comes forward in the film in my interview with Mark and his 

dad [00:21:28-00:22:09]. Herein, it becomes clear that Mark thinks that people pracAsing alternaAve 

agriculture o:en have a big ideology which stands in the way of being understood by other farmers, 

creaAng too big of a gap between alternaAve and convenAonal farmers. In the same interview, Mark 

said that he, therefore, tries not to bring this ideology to the fore, while it o:en sAll shines through by 

staAng that they do these pracAces for “this and that”, which makes people o:en think, “what kind of 

tree hugger is that?”. While Mark states that it is precisely that reality that he thinks we should live in 

and that this ideology is at the base of their pracAces, he stresses the need to approach everything like 

a farmer would and that, therefore, everything should have a purpose and a creaAve revenue model 

behind it to make the pracAce appealing especially to them. While Mark thus also has a big ideology, 

he tries not to show this in his communicaAon to the outside world -especially farmers - to try and 

smaller the gap between his world and that of the convenAonal farmer. Also, because of this, Mark 

does not want to be seen as an acAvist31 and is concerned with his media representaAon32. 

 The last Ame I went to the farm to film, we talked about the chickens’ eggs on his farm and that 

he has made a lovely logo stamp for his eggs. Mark told me that he posted a picture of the stamped 

eggs on Instagram and got an adverse reacAon from someone. The reacAon was more so a quesAon: if 

Mark knew that these chickens were bred to lay this many eggs and that this was not natural behaviour. 

 
31 I elaborate on this in chapter 4.7. 
32 Discussed in chapter 3.2. 
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Mark did not say it, but I could see that he was touched and annoyed by this comment and needed it 

to get off his chest, mainly because this person acted like he never thought about these things before. 

Of course, Mark was aware of this, and therefore he would have liked to have chickens that have a 

more natural egg-laying paLern – as he probably will in the future. However, this was impossible for 

now because he had to earn money from the eggs. A:er all, the other agroforestry pracAces do not yet 

produce enough yield to make ends meet. To him, the idea of doing everything as well as possible and 

then sAll ge{ng such comments is just unnecessary. It shows another way in which Mark wishes to be 

understood. The film also shows that Mark reflects the goodness of his pracAces [00:27:37-00:28:32]. 

 

Within this secAon, it became clear that others o:en misunderstand Mark while he does a lot to be as 

understandable as possible to others by creaAng a solid and nuanced story for his pracAces. It mainly 

shows that doing a sustainable pracAce within the Anthropocene raises many quesAons on both 

conservaAve and progressive sides, leading Mark to refrain from emphasizing the ideologies forming 

the basis of his pracAces. Because Mark’s longing to inspire others with his pracAces draws from his 

ideologies, not feeling the space to express them could stand in the way of this sustainable alternaAve 

and its benefits. 

  
4.7 Pioneer in public 

As learned from the previous secAon, with Mark being a pioneer in his pracAse, he gains much 

aLenAon. He never wanted this aLenAon, but it just came with the pracAce of agroforestry in The 

Netherlands because it is new here. In my search for a food forest to research, I found several arAcles 

presenAng Mark as someone who goes against the norm33. My impression of him, therefore, was him 

being an acAvist in his field. However, along the lines of what I explained in the previous secAon, Mark 

stated, already in our first online video meeAng, that he did not see himself as an acAvist. Curious about 

what was behind this, I asked him about this in our first. Herein, Mark discussed climate anxiety, a 

subject we had discussed the previous day. He explained that five or more years back, he was also 

anxious about negaAve human impacts on the world and could not put that into pracAse somewhere. 

The agroforestry farm enabled him to make an impact, even while he also sees it as “a drop in the 

ocean”.  

When I ask Mark whether he thinks he would have been an ac:vist if he did not have this land, 

he responds that he might have been but does not know for sure because he cannot imagine not 

having this farm anymore. Then I ask him if he does not see his prac:ces on this farm as ac:vist 

prac:ces. He immediately responds with “no”. “Why?” I ask. He thinks for a few seconds and 

 
33 Discussed in chapter 3.2. 
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starts to smile, which may be a sign of doubt. “I think that somewhere I am trying to make a 

statement, but it is not that I want to impose something on anybody. And that is the impression 

I get with the word ‘ac:vism’, maybe undeserved. It is not that what I do here is the way to go 

for everyone. Specifically for this loca:on, it is something I think of as beWer and could inspire 

people. However, what I already said, maybe my view on ac:vism is… No, maybe it is ac:vist aaer 

all.” He starts to laugh. “I am trying to get around it. Well… I don’t know, I don’t know… It may 

be.” 

When Mark would agree with himself being an acAvist - which means going against the norm - he 

creates a gap between himself and people that have an image of acAvists as people that want to impose 

something on others. As I discussed in the previous secAon, the thought of having a big ideology 

aLached to the word would then stand in the way of him and his relaAonships with others he wants to 

inspire. 

During my fieldwork, Mark did a Q&A at the premiere of the documentary Planet Soil [Onder het 

Maaiveld]. I went to this Q&A and recorded it. A:er a while, repeatedly hearing Mark’s dislike for 

people and his not wanAng to be seen as someone to imply something to others made me wonder why 

he chose to do this Q&A. I asked him in the second interview with his dad. 

“I just find it hard to say no”, he responds. “The story may be good, but I just don’t see myself as 

the person that should be telling it. My oldest brother could do that way beWer; he’s a born 

storyteller. I never wanted to be busy with these things, but I understand that it’s a story that 

wants to be heard.” He explains that he just gave workshops organized by the Ministry of 

Agriculture and that he liked those because these were interac:ve and with a small group. To 

him, that’s very different from giving a presenta:on. When he goes back to the ques:on about 

the Q&A, he tries to think about why he said yes to that. Peter quickly responds that Mark is also 

building up a network by it. “Yes, you also saw that with the American documentary about us, I 

got so many LinkedIn messages and poten:al rela:ons and ideas. You just miss out on so much 

if you don’t do it. So, I also recently said that I like to let myself be used for that”, he chuckles. 

“And he does it well”, peter adds. Mark remains unsure about that. “What comes with that is 

that many people want something from you, and at the moment that it will bring me something, 

like visual material, I’m in for it. Otherwise, people should book a guided tour. I would have spent 

my money on it if it had been there when I started.” 

 
This secAon shows that Mark never asked to be in a posiAon that brought him to the aLenAon of the 

bigger public as a pioneer and that he also does not think he is the perfect person to tell this story. 

However, he sees the value it brings him - connecAons and ideas – and the overall agroforestry 

movement. Therefore, he quietly embraces the public posiAon that comes with being a pioneer. It 
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shows that pracAsing a sustainable agricultural alternaAve in the Anthropocene gains much aLenAon 

that Mark carefully deals with so that he can share his story nuancedly. 

 

4.8 Summary of the results 

As this chapter has shown, Mark’s relaAonship with his farmland is influenced by mulAple factors: his 

everyday pracAces, his (family)history with the land and his moAvaAon stemming from his ideology. His 

ideology concerns his want to inspire - therefore embracing being a public figure as a pioneer, despite 

the negaAve sides that come with it- his want to be understood by others and his supposed dislike for 

humanity. 

 Therefore, the relaAonship that Mark, as an agroforestry farmer, has with the land he works on 

could be explained by emphasizing his love for the environment, with a focus on the sensorial 

experience of being on the land. He wants to share this experience with others to inspire them to 

restore their relaAonship with the environment, which could result in stepping away from the supposed 

human-nature division to achieve sustainability. The idea of the Anthropocene as an era that shows 

human destrucAon of the environment is leading in Mark’s thoughts. His priority is, therefore, not 

humanity, but the environment, the thriving of ‘nature’ - also without humanity. However, while the 

idea is that the moAves behind his pracAces, forming his relaAonship with the place, will result in 

sustainability for the non-human, they might also result in a more sustainable world for humanity. 

 These results reveal that even when the ideologies behind alternaAve agricultural pracAces are 

not focused on benefi{ng humanity, prioriAzing relaAonships with the environment with the thought 

to ‘do beLer’ [00:19:53-00:20:08] for ‘nature’ – even if this does not mean humans – will ulAmately 

come around to be essenAal for human relaAonships with ‘nature’ and therefore for the sustainability 

of human and non-human. UlAmately, this shows that the idea that the Anthropocene brings with it – 

the idea of human destrucAon of the earth - can restrict sustainable agricultural farmers from sharing 

their ideologies. At the same Ame, these could greatly inspire us to restore our relaAonship with the 

environment and achieve a more sustainable future. Therefore, Marks’ “complex dream” (Veteto and 

Lockyer 2013: XV) – which shines through his ideology – is something he is proud of, longing to inspire 

others with it to achieve a beLer relaAonship with the environment, and simultaneously something 

that he is reluctant with towards people who do not seem to understand him.  
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5 Conclusion 

I started this research to explore a sustainable alternaAve to living in the Anthropocene, parAcularly in 

the context of the extensive agricultural crisis in The Netherlands. The government’s focus on climate 

change regulaAons focused on numbers and prioriAzaAon of technical soluAons o:en overlooks the 

human element behind these agricultural pracAces. Recognizing the importance of human 

perspecAves and the influence of farmers on public percepAon, I sought to humanize the debate by 

drawing on the strengths of anthropology. The recent success of the Farmer-CiAzen Movement in Dutch 

society further emphasizes the value placed on farmers’ viewpoints. By studying the human-

environment relaAonship within sustainable agriculture, I aimed to inspire a reevaluaAon of our 

understanding of this relaAonship and challenge the nature/culture binary. UlAmately, I hope to 

contribute to a more sustainable and equitable future for both humans and the non-human world. 

 With this visual ethnographic research, I have provided an insight into the life of agroforestry 

farmer Mark Venner by using the strength of visual ethnography - with film recording as a method - to 

show Mark’s everyday experiences and create empathy. By showing Mark’s pracAces, moAves and the 

ideologies that moAvated his agroforestry pracAces, I showed how myriad percepAons and beliefs 

reveal how place and culture are interrelated, forming Mark’s relaAonship with the farmland. These 

findings provide us with knowledge that could be applied on a bigger scale. 

 Firstly, Mark’s perspecAve shows us that the agricultural and nitrogen crisis in The Netherlands 

should be about more than just technological soluAons because the issues are much more complex 

than that. The human side of the problem is o:en overlooked as it does not acknowledge farming as a 

way of life situated in place and culture. Where the agricultural debate is currently polarized - with 

environmental needs on the one side and farmers’ needs on the other side - Mark provides us with an 

alternaAve way to relate to the Dutch landscape that steps away from this supposed nature/culture 

divide and shows us the importance of acknowledging the interconnectedness of the human and non-

human for long-term sustainability. A consequence of farmers taking along this insight in their 

agricultural pracAces - as a way of life - could result in the reducAon of emissions that we strive for in 

this agrarian crisis. 

 Secondly, Mark teaches us an alternaAve way to live in the Anthropocene. He is stunned by 

humans undermining themselves by undermining nature. Therefore, he chose agroforestry pracAces, 

not in the first place, to establish a utopia for humankind but rather to take care of ‘nature’, also without 

humanity. This teaches us that we can make sustainable decisions first and foremost to care for non-

human nature while simultaneously enabling ourselves to benefit from that. So, prioriAzing non-human 

nature over ourselves could ulAmately help the sustainability of both humans and non-humans. 

 Overall, zooming in on Mark his agroforestry pracAces, moAves, and ideologies inspires us to 

acknowledge the interconnectedness of the human and the non-human to achieve sustainability 
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through our human-environment relaAonships and provides a different view on living in the 

Anthropocene, creaAng a pleasant environment for ‘nature’ as a whole by not seeing humans as 

superior. 

 

I hope this inspires other anthropologists to also focus on human-environment relaAonships in 

alternaAve sustainable pracAces to encourage a change in humanity’s view on the environment and 

possibly help stop undermining ourselves by undermining ‘nature’. 
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